Radiation-induced chromosome breaks in ataxia-telangiectasia cells remain open.
To determine if broken chromosome-end healing mechanisms through the addition of new telomeric sequences exist in cells having difficulties in rejoining the ends of broken chromosomes. A full-colour painting protocol of all human chromosomes by FISH was combined with a telomeric and centromeric labelling using PNA probes to characterize the rejoining pattern and telomere status of radiation-induced chromosome breaks in ataxia-telangiectasia (A-T) and normal lymphoblastoid cell lines. It was first established that the cell lines used for chromosome healing analysis were chromosomally stable. FISH analysis provided evidence that the frequency of deleted chromosomes, apparently unrejoined, was much higher in A-T than in normal cells, as expected by the role of ATM in cell-cycle control, as well as in DNA repair. In spite of their high frequency, broken chromosome ends in A-T cells do not seem to act as substrates for telomerase since additional terminal telomere sequences (more than the 92 expected pairs) indicative of chromosome healing were never observed. Broken chromosome ends in A-T cells remained open. The disability of cells to rejoin broken chromosome ends does not lead to the healing of DSBs by the acquisition of new telomeric sequences.